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Repubblica Italiana

The oldest European university in continuous operation was founded in Bologna in the 11th century.

There are more cell phones than landlines in Italy.

Most Italians go on vacation in August. Many factories and businesses close down for the whole month so that

people can get away to the mountains or beaches to relax.

In the evenings, Italians fill the streets as part of the nightly passegiatta (evening stroll) before eating dinner.

Italian men rarely get married until after they have finished their education and found a job.

Close friends often greet each other with a hug or with a kiss on both cheeks. Actually, they touch cheeks and

“kiss the air.”

The Uffizi Gallery is one of the oldest museums in the world. Located in Florence, it is home to famous works by

Michelangelo, Botticelli, and da Vinci.

Italy is an important center for European fashion, especially the city of Milan.

Italy is home to the largest number of UNESCO World Heritage sites in the world.

Tradition states that if you throw a coin into the Trevi Fountain in Rome, you will return to the city someday.

Thousands of euros are thrown into the fountain every day.

Vatican City is a separate and independent city-state within the city of Rome. It is the world's smallest

independent nation, with just over 800 inhabitants, and it even has its own army—the historic Swiss Guard.

Italian sports cars are famous around the world, including Lamborghini, Maserati, Alfa Romeo, and Ferrari.

The Venice Film Festival was founded in 1932 and is the oldest international film festival in the world.

Italians refer to one another by their city of origin (Milanese, Roman, Florentine, etc.).

Flag

The Italian flag was adopted in 1870. The three stripes symbolize hope, faith, and

service to others. The design was inspired by the French flag brought to Italy by

Napoleon in 1797. The green is the color of the Milanese civic guard uniforms, while the

white and red are the traditional colors of the city of Milan.

National Image

Legend states that Rome was founded by the twin sons of Mars, the god of war.

Romulus and Remus were abandoned as babies along the banks of the Tiber River

and saved by a she-wolf who allowed them to drink her milk. Romulus is believed to

have later killed his twin and made himself the first king of Rome in 753 BC.
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Land and Climate

Area (sq. mi.): 116,348

Area (sq. km.): 301,340

Italy, which also includes the islands of Sardinia and Sicily, is shaped like a big

high-heeled boot. The nation is slightly larger than the Philippines or the state of

Arizona. Most of the country is mountainous. The Italian Alps run along the northern

border, and the Apennines run down the center of the “boot.” The “heel” and some

areas along the coast are flat. There is a large plain in the north called Pianura Padana 

(Padan Plain), which is the largest flat area in the country. It stretches from the foothills

of the Alpi Cozie in the west to the Adriatic Sea in the east. Some of Italy's richest

farmland is also found in the north, along the Po River Basin. The Po is the longest river

in Italy. Other important rivers include the Tiber, which runs through Rome, and the

Arno, in the region of Tuscany.

The Italian peninsula itself sits on a fault line (crack in the earth's crust), so Italy suffers

more earthquakes and is home to more volcanoes than other European countries. The

three major volcanoes are Mount Etna, Mount Stromboli, and Mount Vesuvius. Italy is

home to many beautiful lakes, including Lake Como, Lake Garda, and Lake Maggiore.

Millions of olive trees grow across the country's landscape, some of them dating back

thousands of years to the time of the Romans.

Italy's Mediterranean climate draws millions of tourists a year. Winters in Italy are cold

and rainy in the north, cool around Rome, and mild in the south. Summers are generally

hot and humid, especially in the south. Hot sirocco winds blow across southern Italy in

the summer, bringing with them sand from the Sahara Desert in northern Africa.

Population

Population: 61,680,122

Most of the population is ethnic Italian. But in the past 20 years especially, many people

have moved to Italy from other countries. So the population also includes Germans,

French, Slovenes, Albanians, and Greeks. Many people are also immigrating (moving)

from Africa.

More than two-thirds of Italians live in cities, but some are leaving the crowded cities

and moving to the countryside. Almost half of the population lives in the Po Valley.

Rome is the capital and the largest city, with more than 3 million people, followed by

Milan with nearly 3 million, and Naples with more than 2 million. Italians refer to each

other by the city they're from. So someone from Milan is a Milanese, someone from

Rome a Roman, and someone from Florence a Florentine. Italians are very social and

friendly. They love gatherings, parties, and celebrations, and family is considered the

most important thing of all.
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Language

Italian is the official language, although it may sound different from city to city because people have different accents.

In Tuscany, for example, the letter c sometimes has the same pronunciation as the letter h in English. In addition to 

dialects (ways of pronouncing or speaking), Italy has different regional languages, including Emiliano-Romagnolo,

Ligure, Neapolitan, Piedmontese, Lombardo, Veneto, and Sicilian.

Many young people also speak English, the most common second language. Older Italians are more likely to speak

French as a second language. There are also various groups that speak French, German, Slovene, and other

languages. Most immigrants (people who move to another country) are bilingual, speaking Italian as well as their own

native language.

Can You Say It in Italian?

Hello Ciao (chow)

Good-bye Ciao (chow)

Please Per favore (PEAR fah-VOH-reh)

Thank you Grazie (GRAHT-see-eh)

Yes Si (see)

No No (noh)

Religion

Source: The World Factbook 2014. Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2014.

Nearly all Italians are Roman Catholic, but most people do not attend church services on a regular basis. Still, the

Catholic Church has a lot of influence in Italy. While they may not attend church regularly, most Italians still have their

babies baptized and confirmed in church and most have church weddings. Vatican City, home of the Roman Catholic

pope and headquarters for the Roman Catholic Church, is located within Rome. Vatican City is surrounded by medieval

and Renaissance walls everywhere except around Piazza San Pietro (St. Peter’s Square).
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Time Line

900 BC

900s BC The Etruscans rule parts of what is now Italy

700s The Greeks settle parts of southern Italy and Sicily

753 Legend states twins Romulus and Remus found Rome

509 Rome becomes a republic (government where the leader is elected)

334–264 Rome begins to mint coins

241 Sicily is made a Roman province (similar to a state)

238 Sardinia and Corsica are made Roman provinces

49 Julius Caesar comes to power

27 Octavian (called Augustus) becomes the first emperor of the Roman

Empire

AD 40

AD 43 Romans occupy Britannia (Britain)

79 Mount Vesuvius erupts, burying the ancient cities of Pompeii and

Herculaneum in ash

400

476 The Western Roman Empire is defeated by the Goths, while the

Eastern Roman (or Byzantine) Empire endures

800 Charlemagne is crowned emperor of the Romans

1300

1300s The Renaissance begins in Italian city-states such as Florence and

Venice

1434 The Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence is completed with Brunelleschi’s

famous dome

1495–97 Leonardo da Vinci paints The Last Supper

1508–12 Michelangelo paints the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel

1796 Napoleon's army invades Italy

1800

1800s The Italian Risorgimento (unification) movement begins

1805 The Kingdom of Italy is formed and Napoleon becomes king, keeping

the title until 1814
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1861 Turin becomes the capital of the kingdom

1870 Rome becomes the capital city

1900

1911–12 Italy conquers Libya

1915 Italy enters World War I on the side of the Allies

1922 Benito Mussolini becomes dictator (absolute ruler) of Italy

1929 Vatican City is created as an independent state

1936 Italy joins forces with Hitler in World War II

1943 Mussolini’s dictatorship ends and Italy switches sides in the war; it now

fights against Germany

1946 Italians vote to end the monarchy, and the country becomes a republic

1955 Italy joins the United Nations

1957 Italy becomes a founding member of the European Community (later

the European Union)

1984 Roman Catholicism is no longer the official religion of Italy

2000

2002 The euro replaces the lira as Italy’s currency

2006 Italy wins the soccer World Cup for the fourth time

2008 Silvio Berlusconi is victorious in the general election and becomes

prime minister for a third term; Italy’s economy struggles as a result of

the global economic crisis; national airline Alitalia files for bankruptcy
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2009 An earthquake hits the Abruzzo region; hundreds die and thousands

are left homeless; Parliament approves a law making illegal 

immigration (moving to another country) a crime

2010 After a wave of violence against African farm workers in southern Italy,

Pope Benedict calls on Italians to respect the rights of illegal migrant

workers

2013 Pope Benedict announces his retirement due to old age, the first

resignation of a pope in almost six hundred years

PRESENT

The Etruscans

Italy’s history goes back thousands of years. One of the most successful early groups in

Italy was the Etruscans. The Etruscans lived in Italy from around the eighth century to

the second century BC. They were excellent warriors, but they also traded with their

neighbors in Greece, Egypt, and Phoenicia. The Etruscans created pottery, sculptures,

and paintings that have survived until today. Wall paintings can be found in Etruscan

tombs in central Italy, particularly around Cerveteri and Tarquinia. Etruscan men and

women were equal, both able to own land, read, and work. The Etruscans had a strong

influence on early Roman society.

The Roman Empire

In the sixth century BC, Rome broke from Etruscan control and became a republic 

(government where the leader is elected), which lasted for about five centuries. Roman

society was divided into three classes. The wealthy patricians were at the top. The 

plebeians, or commoners, were in the middle. At the bottom were the slaves, with no

rights and no citizenship. Patricians and plebeians often fought over who should have

more influence in the government. Eventually, Julius Caesar became the ruler, and

Roman power extended over most of Europe and northern Africa. Caesar’s

great-nephew Octavian (called Augustus) took over in 27 BC and became the first

emperor. Augustus built libraries, theaters, roads, and temples to the gods. His rule

became known as Pax Romana, or Roman Peace. The Roman Empire continued to

grow in wealth and power.

By the fifth century AD, the Roman Empire had fallen after a number of invasions. But

Roman developments in road construction, architecture, and law influenced many later

cultures. The Romans built the first sidewalks, road signs, and milestones. In fact, the

word mile comes from the Latin word milia passuum, which means one thousand

paces.

The Renaissance

Through business and trade, Italian city-states had become very wealthy and powerful

by the 14th century. Having a lot of money made it possible for more people to study,

read, and explore the world. So for the next few centuries, there was a Renaissance, or

“rebirth,” of interest in art, literature, philosophy, and science throughout Europe. Italy

was important in getting this cultural movement started. Some of the great Italian 

Renaissance artists include Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael,  Botticelli,

Donatello, and Brunelleschi. These artists were supported by their cities, the Catholic 

Church, and rich families such as the Medici of Florence, the Visconti of Milan, and the

Scaligeri of Verona.

Over time, the city-states lost much of their power as the French and the Spanish

fought for land in Italy. At the end of the 18th century, Napoleon led an army to invade
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northern and central Italy. He took control of the government and reformed many of the

roads, schools, and legal systems.

Unification

After the end of Napoleon's rule, the Risorgimento, or movement to unify Italy, began.

At the Congress of Vienna in 1815, the European powers reorganized Europe, dividing

the Italian peninsula up between them. At the same time, a secret revolutionary group

known as the Carbonari (coal burners) formed, dedicating themselves to a free and

united Italy. Out of this movement came some of the great heroes of the revolution,

including freedom fighters Giuseppe Mazzini and Giuseppe Garibaldi.

Over the next few decades, rebellions broke out across the peninsula. Many were

crushed by the Austrian empire, but in 1860, Garibaldi and his volunteer forces, known

as "Redshirts," landed in Sicily and began working their way north. By the time they

reached Naples, the people welcomed them with open arms. In 1861, Victor Emmanuel

II was crowned king of Italy, and Turin was declared the capital city. The capital city

was later moved to Rome.

Italy and the World Wars

The new kingdom was unstable and went through 33 different governments in its first

35 years. Millions of Italians began leaving the country in search of jobs and a better

way of life in different countries. When World War I broke out, Italy joined Germany, but

it eventually broke away and fought with the Allies. Although Italy was on the winning

side in World War I, it suffered heavy losses, including 600,000 men. Some Italians

blamed the government.

Taking advantage of the people’s anger, Mussolini rose to power and ruled as dictator 

(absolute ruler) from 1922 to 1943. He created a secret police to do away with people

who disagreed with him, and he told the newspapers what they could and could not

print. When World War II began, Mussolini took Hitler’s side because he hoped to gain

more land for Italy. But his plans failed and he was voted out of office. In 1944, Italy

switched sides and fought against Germany. Mussolini and his wife were killed the next

year.

Modern Italy

Though the Italian economy and the standard of living for most Italians grew after World

War II, the 1970s saw several terrorist groups try to achieve social change by

murdering politicians, journalists, and anyone in a position of authority. Organized crime

groups such as the Mafia became more powerful, and the government gained a

reputation for being corrupt. The 2008 global financial crisis hit Italy hard. Today, the

government faces problems such as illegal immigration (moving to another country),

unemployment, and the differences between the wealthier north and the poorer south.
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Games and Sports

Calcio (soccer) is by far the most popular sport in Italy. Fans go to huge stadiums or

watch the matches on television. Teams wear the colors of their home city's flag. Some

of the best teams are Rome's SS Lazio and AS Roma, AC Milan, Turin's Juventus, and

Florence's AC Fiorentina. Italy’s national soccer team has won the World Cup four

times. After winning matches, tifosi (fans) dance in the streets and drive around town

honking their horns and celebrating.

Basketball is the second most popular sport, followed by cycling and motor racing.

Children love rollerblading, fencing, skiing, judo, and gymnastics. Bicycling, horse

racing, tennis, boxing, swimming, and track and field are also popular sports. To relax,

Italians like to go to the beach, countryside, movies, dances, or sporting events. Bocce,

a favorite Italian game, is similar to lawn bowling.

Holidays

Christmas is an important family time in Italy. It’s also a holiday with lots of eating,

including a two-day feast that begins on Christmas Eve. You may not know that

Christmas carols originated in Italy with St. Francis of Assisi. He and other friars (similar

to monks) composed songs in Italian about the birth of Jesus. At Christmastime, many

churches display beautiful presepi (nativity scenes), which show the birth of Christ.

People also participate in live presepi, in which actors play the characters in the

nativity. One of the most famous traditional Christmas foods is panettone, a sweet

bread stuffed with raisins or candied fruit. During the Christmas season, outdoor

markets set up in the piazzas (town squares) and sell a wide variety of toys and sweets,

including torrone (nougat) and panforte (hazelnut or almond gingerbread).

A favorite children's holiday in Italy is Epiphany, which celebrates the end of the

Christmas holidays. Legend states that an old woman known as la Befana was

sweeping her home when the Three Wise Men stopped to invite her to come with them

to Bethlehem to see the baby Jesus. La Befana said no but later tried to catch up with

them and got lost. Each year, she is believed to ride her broomstick throughout Italy

searching for the Bambino (baby Jesus). Children write letters to La Befana asking her

for presents. On Epiphany Eve (5 January), they receive candy or oranges if they  are

good and lumps of coal if they are bad.

Ferragosto is a nationwide summer holiday on 15 August. This holiday dates back

thousands of years to the ancient Romans and also celebrates the Virgin Mary being

taken to heaven at the end of her life. On this day, Italian families gather together for a

feast. Many travel to the seaside or the mountains, celebrate in the streets, and shoot

off fireworks in the evening.
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Food

Italian food is world famous, and Italians believe good cooking to be an art form. After

all, who hasn’t eaten pizza or pasta before? The first pizza was made in Naples. Italian

pizza has a thin crust and fewer toppings and is baked in an oven heated with wood. 

Pizza Margherita is one of the most popular kinds and is made with mozzarella cheese,

basil, and tomato sauce. Another favorite is quattro stagione, made with mozzarella and

four sections of mushrooms, seafood, anchovies, and capers.

Many kinds of pasta and sauces are served in Italy. Pasta is generally cooked al dente,

which means it is still somewhat firm. Other popular Italian foods include gnocchi

(potato dumplings), risotto (a rice dish with vegetables, meat, and broth), and gelato

(ice cream). Almost every town and city has a number of gelaterie (ice cream

shops). Italians also love cheese; there are more than 540 kinds of cheese, including

mozzarella and Parmesan.

Italians eat a light breakfast of coffee, or latte caldo (warm milk) for children, and a 

cornetto (cream-filled croissant) or bread with jam or honey. The main meal of the day

is eaten in the late afternoon or evening and always includes at least three courses: a

pasta dish, a meat, and a vegetable. A simple salad of lettuce and tomatoes with an

olive oil, vinegar, salt, and pepper dressing is often served with the meat. Antipasto

(appetizer) dishes are popular as well and can be anything from pickled vegetables to 

prosciutto e melone (thin slices of cured ham served over cantaloupe). Italians do not

rush their meals, preferring to relax and enjoy them over several hours.

Schools

Adult Literacy: 99%

Kids in Italy go to school from age six to sixteen. They attend classes not only on

weekdays but Saturdays, too! But they get long vacations. In primary (elementary)

school, children wear a white or black smock, with a blue, pink, or red ribbon depending

on the school. Subjects include Italian, math, English, history, science, geography, art,

information technology, physical education, and religion. In junior high, students also

study a foreign language (French, Spanish, or German) and music. After junior high

school, students take a test to determine what kind of liceo (high school) they will go to.

Some high schools prepare students for college. Others prepare them to teach or work

in business. Education is taken very seriously in Italy, so students spend a lot of time

doing homework. Italian schools don’t have activities like dances, yearbooks, or sports

programs.

Life as a Kid
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After school, Italian kids go to the piazza (an open area in the city) or park to play with

their friends. Some kids might go to music or sports lessons if their parents can afford

to pay for them. Their responsibilities in the home vary from keeping their bedroom tidy,

to helping set the table or clear it, to taking care of pets if they have them. At home they

have a snack around five in the afternoon that may include tea with biscuits, cake,

bread with jam or chocolate, or some yogurt and fruit. Italian families tend to be very

close to each other. Relatives often live nearby and visit regularly. In the countryside, it

is even common for children, parents, and grandparents to live in the same household.

Grandparents help take care of young children.

Government

Capital: Rome

Head of State: Pres. Giorgio Napolitano

Head of Government: PM Matteo Renzi

Italy has a president and a prime minister. The president is in charge of the military, along with other duties, but it’s the

prime minister who leads the government. The prime minister usually is the leader of the majority party or coalition

(combination of political parties) in Italy’s Parliament. It can often be difficult for parties to agree and coalitions to hold

together. As a result, most governments last less than two years. The prime minister is appointed by the president but

must be approved by Parliament. If the members of Parliament don’t approve of the job the prime minister is doing,

they can vote to remove him or her from office at any time. The president represents national unity and is neutral, or

doesn't take sides. Italy’s Parliament includes a 321-member Senate and a 630-member Chamber of Deputies.

Citizens may vote in senatorial elections starting at age 25. The voting age for all other elections is 18. Italy is divided

into 20 regions.

Money and Economy

Currency: Euro

Italy’s economy is based on agriculture in the south and industry in the north. Although

only a small percentage of Italians work in agriculture, Italy is able to grow most of the

food it needs. Important crops include grapes, potatoes, sugar beets, corn, rice, and

olives. Italy is one of the world’s largest wine producers and a major producer of

cheese. The leading industries are machinery, iron and steel, cars, and fabrics.

Tourism also brings a lot of money to Italy, as people travel from all over the world to

see the famous Roman ruins and fabulous art. In the countryside, tourists often stay in 

agriturismi (farmhouse bed-and-breakfasts) and get to experience life on an actual farm

and in a real Italian household.
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Getting Around

Buses and trains are common ways for Italians to get where they want to go and are

usually on time and cheap. Scooters are also widely used to get around. But many

people still drive their cars, which causes serious pollution problems for Italy’s larger

cities. Rome, Milan, Naples, and Turin have subways.  People also travel by airplane

and boat. Italy has one of the largest fleets of ships in the world.

Venice

The city of Venice, a major seaport in northeastern Italy, is built on more than one

hundred islands, which are surrounded by canals. So Venetians have to travel around

the city by boat, water-bus, or water-taxi. Gondolas (flat-bottomed rowboats) are a

popular form of transportation for tourists. There are also walkways and bridges so that

people can walk from place to place. The most famous bridges are the Ponte di Rialto,

which stretches across the Grand Canal, and the Bridge of Sighs, which connects the

New Prison to the Doge's Palace and was the last sight prisoners saw before

descending to their cells. Legend states that if lovers kiss on a gondola at sunset under

the Bridge of Sighs, they will be together forever. But living on water has its problems.

One is flooding. A number of times each year, high water (acqua alta) floods the city.

Also, scientists say that Venice is sinking a tiny bit each year.

Learn More

Contact the Embassy of the Italian Republic, 3000 Whitehaven Street NW, Washington, DC 20008; phone (202)

612-4400; web site www.ambwashingtondc.esteri.it. Or contact the Italian Tourist Board, phone (212) 245-5618; web

site www.italia.it.
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